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INTRODWTION 
In this paper we consider small rank permutation representations of 
finite Chevalley groups, and show that for large fields there arc no surprises. 
WC also present some character theoretic information that can be used in 
quite general situations. 
We use the term Chevalley group to mean a group C of normal or twisted 
type, generated by its root subgroups and having indecomposable Wcyl 
group. We write G = G(q) to indicate that G is de&d over the base field 
lF, (e.g., G(q) = Sp(2n, q) or G(q) = PSE(5, q2)). Let R be a Bore1 subgroup 
of G and U the Sylow p-subgroup of B, where p is the characteristic of F, . 
I f  G is a transitive permutation group on a set Q, then G has rank 1 provided 
that for a: E 52, G, --- (6 E G: (LU _-= a) has I orbits on Q. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 and n be fixed positize integers. There is an integer 
IV =-.= X(1, n), depending only on 1 and n, having the following property. If 
G = G(q) with y  > X is a Chezalley group with Weylgroup of rank n, and ;f G 
has a permutation representation of rank at most 1 on R, then there exists OL E L? 
and a parabolic subgroup I’ of G such that Up < G& ( P. 
The above theorem is a generalization of a result in [15], dealing with the 
case 1 = 2. However the proof we present here is quite elementary; in 
particular for the proof of Theorem 2 we require neither the main result in 
[15] nor Green’s result [ 121. The integer N(l, n) can be determined from the 
proof, although there has been no effort made to obtain the best possible 
bounds. For given 1 and W, it should be possible to improve on the estimates 
given at various points. 
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Theorem 2 remains true if G is replaced by a group G such that G <=_‘ G 
and C,(G) -T Z(G). At the end of Section 1 we indicate how to modify the 
arguments. 
We shall also prove the following result, which has something of the flavor 
of a converse to the Bruhat decomposition of G. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 be a positive integer. Then there is an ktegev l’(l), 
depending only on 1, with the following property. I f  G = G(q) is a Chevalley 
group, q > T(l), and L < G is such that (l,“, 1 u”) < I, then there exists an 
element x E G and a parabolic subgroup P of G such that L-p < Lx a P. 
In Section 2 of the paper we prove some elementary results on characters 
of Chevalley groups that can be used in quite general situations. This section 
has to deal with the analysis of x i B, where x is a character of G. Among the 
information obtained is a new proof of a useful result of Curtis [5, Theorem 
5.91. Although the information in Section 2 is not explicitly needed in the 
proofs of the theorems in this paper, this information provided motivation 
for the proofs as well as the proofs in [6]. 
Let G = G(q) be a Chevalley group, with 4 --- pa and p prime. 3iote that 
we do not assume that Z(G) = 1. T,et B be a Bore1 subgroup of G. Then 
B : UH where U = O,(B), Hn U- = 1, and H is an abelianp’-subgroup of G. 
Let W be the Weyl group of G and suppose G has rank n. Then associated 
with W is a root system d in Euclidean n-space. For each r E d there is a 
subgroup C, of G. If Y E A (positive roots in A) then U,, < U and U can be 
expressed as the product of such root subgroups. Let W = (sL ,..., s,) where 
the ~5)s are the fundamental reflections corresponding to a base v L (ai ,..., 01.~~) 
of A. We regard the Q’S as elements of G. For Y -= ei we write UT r-.- LFi . 
1. PROOF OF THEORIMS 1 AND 2 
bMMA 1. Let y’, sl, be linear characters of ?I and +, $ the corresponding 
linear characters of B. Then ($G, p) > 0 $ and only if v70 :- + fos, some 
WE W. 
Proof” By the subgroup theorem and Frobenius reciprocity we have, 
(QG, 4”) = c GjY’, &tvnB 
BOB 
and the result follows. 
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LEMMA 2. If q > 4, then B’ = U. If H,, < H is such that 1 H : HO 1 < 
&(q - l), then C,(H,,) = 1. 
Proof. Let r be a positive root and U, the corresponding root subgroup. 
Let R = (U,. , U-,). Then R/Z(R) g PSL(2, ql), PSU(3, q& or SZ(q,), 
where ql is a power of q. In each case it is easy to check that [H n R, U,l = U,, 
so that r/r, < B’, and since H is abelian U = B’. 
I f  1 H : HO) < $(q - l), then H,, n R 6 Z(R) and it is easy to check that 
C,jH,,) = 1. The second statement follows. 
LEMMA 3. Let HO < H be such that 1 H : H,, ! < i(q - 1) and suppose 
that U, < U is invariant under HO. Write U = jJ.,n+. U, . Then U,, = 
JJEA+ (U, n U,). Moreover if G -/ 2G2(q), then UT n U, =; U, , @(U,.), or 1. 
Proof. I f  G = 2G2(q) there is nothing to prove since U = Ul . So assume 
G # 2G2(q). I f  Y E A then U,, is tither abelian or special. 
For each root r E A, H induces an irreducible fixed-point-free group of 
automorphisms of order i-(p - l), q - 1, &(q2 - I), q2 - 1, or q3 - 1 on 
U,/@( U,), and if @(U,) j: 1, / T; Tr ; =I q3 or q* and H induces a fixcd-point- 
free group of automorphisms of order q - I on @(UT). Since ( 11: 11s ) < 
a(q - l), H,, acts irreducibly on U,.,l@(U,) and on @(U,) for each Y E A. 
In particular we need only check the first statement. 
I f  Y + s are positive roots in A, then using Lemma 1, page 19 of [4] and 
then checking the various rank 2 systems we see that 
II n C(U,): H n C( U7) n C(U,); >, (q - 1)/2. 
In particular HO n C( U,) -/- H,, n C( Us) f  or all positive roots r -f: s in A. 
In fact, H,, n C(.Q,( U,)) f HO n C(Ql( Us)). 
Consider 
U,@(U)i@( U) < U/@(U) = JJ UT, 
TEA+ 
where .Vr = Ur@( U)j@( U). Then H,, acts irreducibly on each ur and HO has 
different kernels on i7r and US provided fir # 1 # US. Now considering 
Wedderburn components we have U,,@(U) - (rUrp)@( U) where the product 
runs over certain roots r’i E A-:.. The same argument shows that if nu, E @(U) 
with u, E U, , then each u, E G(U). Thus, U,,@(U) = nV,$ where the 
product ranges over certain rj E A-l- and for each j, VT5 = U,,! or @(CT,>. 
If  .?Y@( U) = U, then U,, = U and there is nothing to prove. Thus we may 
assume U,@(U) = V < U. Now consider I/,@(V). If  U@(V) = V, then 
lJ,, = V and by the above we are done. Thus, we assume U,@(V) < V and 
repeat the above procedure. Continuing we eventually get the result. 
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LEMMA 4. Let G = G(q) b e a Chevalley group. If  G = C,(q), F4(q), OY 
*F,(q) assume that q 3 3. If  G =-: G,(q) assume that q 3 5. Let r be a compound 
root in A+. Then CT, < Q(U). Moreover U = ( Ul ,. ..) ri,>. 
Proof As G is the product of its root subgroups, it suffices to prove the 
first statement. Clearly we may assume 7~ > 2. By [I$ (1.3)] we may also 
assume that n = 2. At this point we check the individual rank 2 groups. For 
G = PSL(3, q), PSU(4, q2) and PSU(5, q2) this is easily checked. Also 
PSp(4, q) can be checked directly, with the only difficulty being P&$4,2”). 
Suppose G - PSp(4, 2k). Then we may choose notation such that 
P z-y= (B, SJ N(UTz) and 1;Tsg is a group of transvections. Then P acts 
irreducibly on O,(P)/ r/isz, O,(P) is elementary abelian, and O,(P) is indecom- 
posable under the action of P (see e.g. [6, Section 31). Considering the action 
of P on O,(P)/ Uiz .--- Zi;U~~ x U~lJ~/U> we see that 
[U, , U2] =; C:(mod UF). 
Since q -2-c 2” > 2 we prove as in Lemma 3 that [ Ui , C’,] = 7$ or U2 Up. If 
[U, , 7i,] = -= U$, then c’, x U> is invariant under (B, si> = P, contra- 
dicting the fact that O,(P) is indccomposable. Thus, [L’, , U.J = U$ Up and 
U>lJy < 0” < @p(U). 
The remaining cases can be checked using the Chevalley commutator 
relations together with the results in Sections 9, 10 of 191. We remark that for 
these cases the assumption on 4 implies (as in Lemma 3) that Q’(U) :-=- 
J-Jrtr4+ (Q(U) n Up). Th us if g E Q(U) then the projection of g to each root 
subgroup is also in 65(U). 
LEMMA 5. Let G =: PSL(2, q), PSU(3, q2), SZ(q), OY sG,(q), where q :- pa, 
p prime. Let 1 be a positive integer. Then fey su@ciently large q there is 
no subgroup L < G such that G contains at most E(L, U)-double cosets, 
1 H : L 0 H / < $(q - l), and L n U < U is a Sylow p-subgroup of L. 
Proof. For the cases other than 2G,(q) we simply check the list of sub- 
groups of G given in [7], [2], [13], [14], and [16]. Suppose that G = “G,(q). 
Then q = 32k-’ 1, and we may assume that k >, 1. Assume that U n L is 
a Sylow 3-subgroup of L, but U z& L. We sketch the proof as follows, quoting 
results of Ward [I 81. Let r # 2,3 be a prime divisor of i G ! =T (++ I)(q - l)q3 
and let 1 f Y be an r-group. Then Y is abelian. If Y ! p - 1 then i N(Y)\ -= 
2(q - 1) and N(V) contains a cyclic subgroup of index 2. If Y : q2 - q -i- 1, 
then 1 N(V)/ divides 6(q2 - q + 1) and C(V) is abelian of index 6 in N(V). 
The Sylow 2-subgroups are elementary of order 8 and if t is an involution 
then G(t) = (t) x R where R s PSL(2, q). The Sylow 3-subgroups have 
class 3. Since L n U is normalized by L n H, it follows that L n H := a(U), 
Z(U), or U,, where U, is the centralizer of the involution in H. Accordingly, 
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L n Cr is elementary abelian of order 1, q* or 4. Also 1 #- V < U implies 
N(Y) < B. Kate that 1 G : L j < Zq3. 
Suppose L is solvable. Since each Sylow subgroup of L is abelian, L has 
r-length 1 for each prime Y. It is easy to see that either L n U = 1 or for large 
Q L n U normalizes some subgroup of odd order dividing (4 - l)(q3 + 1). 
The latter case is impossible. If  L n I: =: 1 then / G : L ! = dq3 where 
d < Z and d-l@ - I)@” T 1) divides / L 1. Again the fact thatL has r-length 1 
for each prime leads to a contradiction for large 4. 
Finally suppose thatL n U is nonsolvable. Then by Gorenstein-Walter [l l] 
and Walter [16] the structure of L is determined. In particular 3 1 I L 1 and 
I L n U / = q2 or q. For 1 =# V < I/‘, j N( V)i 1 q3(q - 1). Moreover, if 
R/S is a nonsolvable chief factor of L, then since / H : H n L I < &(q - l), 
the 3-part of I R/S, = q2 or q. Thus R/S g YSL(2, q). Considering the 
possibilities for L/R and S we obtain a contradiction. 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 be a positive integer. Then there is an integer T(Z), 
depending only on 1, with the following property. If G = G(q) is a Chevalley 
group, q > T(Z), and L < G is a subgroup such that (lLG, l,G) < 1, then there 
exists an element x E G and a parabolic subgroup P of G such that Up < Lx a P 
Proof. Suppose that L < G = G(q) and ( lLG, 1 UG) < 1. By (1.6) of [I51 and. 
induction it suffices to show that U < L. We may assume that U n Id is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of L, where 4 = pa. lGote that ( lLG, 1 UG) < Z simply says 
that there areat most Z(Z, U) double cosets in G. Let a be the set of right 
cosets of L. 
Suppose that 0 is an orbit of B on Sz, and write 0 = 0, u ... u 6, where the 
Qi arc the orbits of U in 0. Then the Oi are permuted transitively by H. Since 
K < 1, if HI is the stabilizer in H of fir , then I H : Hr I = K < 1. Moreover, 
H is abelian so 11, -g H and H1 stabilizes L”, ,..., 8, . I f  B has r orbits on &r 
containing respectively k, , . . . , k, < 1 and there is a subgroup HO < H such 
that/H:H,,j <k,... k, and HO fixes each U orbit in G. Using the inequality 
of the geometric mean and the arithmetic mean together with elementary 
calculus we see that H : H,, / < (elle)l < (l.8)z. 
If&isanorbitofU,thenIOI =p”f or some integer a. Considering UH,, 
acting on oi and noting that HO has order prime to ,p, we see that H,, fixes a 
on the fixed points of HO in 0. However IL;(H,) = C,(H,,). Let T(Z) be the 
greater of 5(1.8)1 and the integer in Lemma 5. We will show that T(Z) satisfies 
the condition of the theorem. Assume q > T(Z). By Lemma 2 we have 
C,(H,,) = 1 and II, fixes a unique point of fi. 
We will prove the theorem by induction on the rank n of G. If  n = 1 WC 
apply Lemma 5 and obtain the result. Thus, assume n > 2. Let P be a 
parabolic subgroup of G having indecomposable Weyl group of rank n - 1. 
Then B < P 2 G. Write Q :-- O,(P). 
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Suppose that li; is an orbit of P and that Q is trivial on G. Let 
and let 0’ G 6 be an orbit of R. Then R is a Chevalley group of rank rr - 1 
and U n R has at most 1 orbits on 6’. Inductively, I/’ n R fixes a point 01 of 6’. 
But then U fixes 01 and L contains a conjugate of c’. Thus, we may assume 
that Q is trivial on no, P orbit. 
Let G be an orbit of QR, where R -- (r;ii , si: si E P). Since QR s P and 
If,, fixes a point in each I/ orbit, it follows that G is an orbit for the group 
P,, : QRH, . 
Write L” =L”,V&,V .‘.UO,c, where the Oi arc Q orbits permuted 
transitively by R. Each orbit of U n R on the 0,‘s corresponds to an orbit of U 
on a, so that ii n R has at most 1 orbits on Oi’s. Inductively, U n R fixes 
some OS , say 6, . Then fii is an orbit of Q( U n R) U, so that H, fixes a 
unique point cy E 8, . As Q is transitive on G, , U = QUa . Lemma 3 implies 
that U, -- nFEd+ (r;i,. n U,) and U, n U, =-- C; , @(L’,.), or 1 for each 
Y E A.. As lY n R is a product of root subgroups, we have I: n R < i~i . 
Write L --- G,, , so that UY is a Sylow p-subgroup of GY . Choose notation so 
that (sr ,..., s,-t) and <sa ,..., s,) are indecomposable. Apply the above to 
P L= ,{B, s1 ,.~., s, I) and B = yp = 8, u ... fi,c . Xow d’ n R permutes the 
fit’s and Ci : = ! fij / for 1 < i, j < k. Since y is in a C orbit of smallest 
length, and since we have seen that U n R does fix some 6, , we may assume 
that y E E1 , and 6, is fixed by U n R. Thus, 9, = vi1 and the previous 
paragraph shows that U n R < Lib for some /3 E yU. Thus ( U1 ,.. ., c’, -I> < Us. 
Similarly we use P -: (B, s2 ,..., s,) and obtain ( Lr2 ,..., U,> < U, for some 
SEyc. 
There is a point E in yU fixed by HO , Then U, is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, ~ 
Also there arc elements U, 2: E U such that ( Ur ,..., US-j)U and ( U2 ,..., UnjV 
are both contained in 1:;. Then CrE@( U) 3 (Ur ,..., iYn:> and is HO-invariant. 
Lemma 4 shows that C:, --= 27 and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 and n be Jixed positive integers. There is an integer 
N = N(Z, n), depending only on 1 and n, having the j’ollozci~g property. I f  
G = G(q) with q > N is a Chevalley group with Weylgroup of rank n, and ij 
G has a permutation representation of rank at most 1 021 fi, then there exists 
DI E $2 afzd a parabolic subgroup P of G such that I;;p < G, ( P. 
Proof. Suppose G is transitive on J2 of rank <l, and let J, .= G, . Let 
0 =: 1,” = lG -+ Et, aiXi , where the xi’s are the cistinct nonprincipal 
irreducible constituents of 0. Then 1 -1. C:=, ajz < 1. W:ite 
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where the vi are nonprincipal linear characters of B and the 7i are nonlinear 
irreducible characters of B. We choose q > 4, so that U L= B’ and the vi 
are just extensions of linear characters of H. If  xi i B has both qua and rpIe as 
constituents, then Lemma 1 shows that q+ j H and v12 / I1 are conjugate by an 
element of W. Moreover, 
(Xi ,%)B = (Xi 3 RG) e (‘PF, BG) < j w I, 
as vj is linear and 1 W 1 is the number of (B, B)-double cosets. Then xi 1 B 
has at most 1 W j2 linear constituents and so d < (I -. 1) W 12. 
Let g(rz) be the maximum value of / W ’ for W an indecomposable Coxeter 
group of rank n. As 
we have x + d < Z(g(n)) -I- (1 - l)(g(n))2. 
Forj = I,..., s, 7j restricted to U is a sum of conjugate irreducible charac- 
ters of U, and (1 u , rj / U) 7 0. Thus, U has x + d orbits on 9. As x I d < 
.dn)(Z --I- (I - 1 kw), we obtain the result from Theorem 1. 
We remark that Theorem 2 can be extended to handle groups G such that 
G < % and Cc(G) 7 Z(G). Th e i d ea is to first use information about the 
group Aut(G) to conclude that j % : G I < M(n), where k(n) is a function of 
the rank n of G : G(q) and 6 is defined by q = pb, p prime. Suppose G 
has a faithful transitive permutation representation on 52 of rank at most 1. 
Then G has a representation of rank at most bk(n)Z. Next show that in 
Theorem 2 we may assume that N(bk(n)Z, n) < (1.8)bN(K(n)Z, n). Then it is 
not difficult to see that for large q and fixed n, we have q > (1.8)bN(h(n)Z, n) > 
N(bh(n)Z, n). Th us, for suitably large q, G, is contained in a parabolic sub- 
group of G. 
2. SUBGROUPS AND CHARACTERS 
In this section we discuss the equation (x) in the proof of Theorem 2. 
An element h E H is called regular if C,(h) =-: 1. 
LEMMA 6. Let h be a regular element of H and let 7 be a nonlinear irreducible 
character of B. Then r(h) .= 0. 
Proof. This is just Lemma 4.3 of [8]. Another way of seeing this is to first 
note that by Gallagher’s results [lo], 7 has the form 7 = (w$)” where y  is a 
nonprincipal irreducible character of U, @ an extension of q to the stabilizer 
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T of CJJ, and w is an irreducible character of Tj U. Since C,(h) = 1, we apply 
Lemma 1 of [3] to obtain h # T. The result follows. 
We now prove Curtis’ result mentioned in the introduction. The proof 
below is quite different than that in [5]. 
LEMMA 7 (Curtis). Let x be an irreducible constituent of 1,': and let h be 
a regalar element in H. Then x(h) L (x, lBG). 
Proof. Write x j B -y lB i- & fii , where y = (x, lBG) and where the Oi 
arc irreducible characters of B. Since h E H is regular and (1 h 1, i C i) = 1 it 
is easily seen that B’ = U. Thus any linear character of B is just the extension 
of a linear character of H. Then Lemma 1 implies that each 8, is nonlinear, 
and Lemma 6 implies that fii(h) = 0. Thus x(h) I-. y  = (x, lBG). 
LEMMA 8. Let 7 be a nonlinear irreducible character of B. Then q - 1 j 27(l). 
Jf the Dynkin diagram of A is simply laced then q - 1 ’ T( 1). 
Proof. We may assume q > 3 and G # 2G2(3). It follows from the com- 
mutator relations that B has an invariant series 1 = X0 < X1 < ... < X/c = 
7;’ < B such that for each i -: I,..., k, Xi -- X,-lUv , Xi-J{ UT), or 
X,-i@( I;;.). Moreover, this is a central series for U. 
Let 7 be a nonlinear irreducible character of B, and let i 3 0 be maximal 
such that X,-i < ker 7. Then 7 1 Xi = a(qi - f - ... i- vm) where “pi are 
distinct conjugate linear characters of Xi,/Xi-, s Ur , Z( UP), or @( U?)/Z( U,). 
Now II induces a fixed-point-free group of automorphisms on X,/X,-, of 
order devisible by $(q - 1). It follows that q - 1 2m and 4 - 1 ’ 27(l). If 
the Dynkin diagram is simply-laced, then j Xi/X,-, T- q and H is transitive 
on the non-identity elements of X,/X,-, . It follows that q --- 1 1 m and the 
second statement holds. 
WC now return to the equation (*). Assume that n 3 2, let 6, be any 
subgroup of G .--. G(q), and set fi = lfsG. Then 
where the yi arc nonprincipal linear characters of l3 and the ~~ are nonlinear 
irreducible characters of R. If G = LB then Theorem A of [15] shows that 
either L : G or L is one of a finite number of exceptions (and known). So we 
may suppose that there are at least two 1,--B double cosets. 
Let h be any regular element in II. If the Dynkin diagram of d is simply 
laced let Y be a positive root in A and let 1 # g E Ur . With suitable reordering 
of the ~~j’s we have the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 9. 
(i) x > 2. 
(ii) O(h) - x + Cf=, vi(h). 
(iii) xf=, vi(h) is an in2eger. 
(iv) G(I) - x $ n - k-‘(q - l)y, where k = (2, q - I) and y  is a 
positiee intger. 
(v) C(g) =- x + d + & T~( 1) - (q - I)-’ x;=, , 1 TJ I). 
Proof. (i) is just the statement that there are at least 2 L-B double coscts. 
(ii) follows from Izmma 6 and (iii) follows from (ii) (since C(h) is an integer). 
(iv) is a consequence of Lemma 8. 
To see (v) first note that we are assuming that all root subgroups are 
conjugate. Thus we may assume r is such that L’, < U’ n q( c’) (we are 
using the fact that n > 2). Then U, s B and vi(f) = I for each i == I,..., d. 
Let T be a nonlinear irreducible character of B and write 7 C:, = 
@I 1.. . . . -1 &,J, where the Q&‘S are distinct conjugate linear characters of C,. . 
I f  C, .< kcr 7j then 7(g) = ~(1). Suppose l,i,. -5 ker 7. As noted in the proof 
of Lemma 8, His transitive on CT?@. It follows that m = q --- 1 and {& ,..., &,,} 
is the complete set of nonprincipal linear characters of L7,. . J\:e then have 
~(1) 7.. c(q - I) and T(R) 1 c(~~~~ I&(R)) = -c -- --(q - l)-%(l). (v) 
follows. 
We conclude the paper with examples indicating how Proposition 9 can be 
used. First, consider the case where c‘ is the permutation character of a 
2-transitive permutation rcprescntation of G on Q. Then G 7 I T x with x 
irreducible. Using Lemma I and the fact that x g> 2 WC see that there are no 
~Q’s. Then Proposition 9 (ii) shows that C(h) = x for each regular element 
h E H. For large values of q it is not difficult to see that H is generated by 
regular elements. So in this case H is generated by a set of elements each 
fixing the same number x 3 2 of points in .Q. Thus, there is some chance of 
showing il .< G,, for some 01 f  ,6 in Q. Once this is done Lemma 4 implies 
that either U n G, = I or Z(U,) < G,, for some positive root r in A. 
Kcxt suppose that 0 = 1 -;. x1 -!- x2 is the permutation character of a rank 
3 permutation representation. Then since x > 2, we may assume that x1 is a 
constituent of 1,“. I f  q 7 pa, p prime, then for large values of q we have 
p 1 x1( 1) (see Green [12] and [6, Section 51. If  p t C( 1) then [15, Lemmal. 61 
shows that L is contained in a parabolic subgroup of G. Suppose then that 
p 1 O(l), so that ~~(1) r - 1 (mod p). In particular if q is large xz will not be a 
constituent of IHC;. We then have x = I t (x, , IBc) and by Lemma 1 
X:=, vi = W~~Ll~i) where h ,..., p,} is an orbit of nonprincipal linear 
characters of H under the action of W. In particular c 1 i W [. 
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Finally, we note that Curtis has a result that is more general than Lemma 7. 
Namely in [5, Corollary 5.71 he shows that if x is an irreducible constitutent 
of lBG, then x(h) = x(K) for certain elements h, h’ in H satisfying C,(h) = 
C,(h’). This provides a further restriction on the equation (*). 
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